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Drawing from his inexhaustible files, after publishing most valuable material on Argobba1 and Zway2, Professor Wolf Leslau offers us now a collection of ethnographic texts in Amharic which he had commissioned from his Ethiopian students in the late 1950’s and early 1960’s. The texts, which were composed with the double purpose “to give the advanced students of Amharic a sample of the Amharic writing style of the average educated Ethiopian and at

---


the same time to provide information on Ethiopia’s cultural background” (p. VII) only gained from the long delay between their composition and their printing. On the one hand, they describe in great detail a cultural reality which changed considerably during the last decades and in many aspects is no more as authentic as it used to be. On the other hand, it allowed the author to enlist, for the difficult task of translation, the collaboration of the deeply regretted Thomas L. Kane, his former student who, in W. Leslau’s own words, “had an encyclopedic mind for things Ethiopian” and was “the greatest lexicographer of Amharic and Tigrinya” (p. IX). It is to his memory that the book is dedicated.

Thanks to the English translation, the ethnographic material, which depicts all the important aspects of the material and spiritual traditional culture of the Amharas, is made accessible to anthropologists. The publication of these essays now has something refreshing in itself, considering that since the fall of Haile Selsie, Amharic language and culture lost much of their popularity with field researches, to be replaced by the study of other nationalities and minorities. Yet, systematic gathering of ethnographic information on the Amharas, as related by native speakers themselves, is not new. In An Amharic Reader by J. I. EADIE3 several pieces of this kind were included (pp. 75–96), whereas the important work The Abyssinian at home by C.H. WALKER4 consists entirely of oral testimonies (in English translation only) by native speakers of Amharic about their manners and customs. Wolf Leslau himself adopted a similar approach in collecting texts for his works on the living languages of Ethiopia, starting with his unequalled description of Tigrinya5 and later in most of his seminal books on the Gurage dialects and on Harari.

The Amharic texts provide a perfect teaching material for foreign students who are already familiar with the grammatical structure of the language. The vocabulary is extremely rich and diversified and the lexicon at the end of the book (pp. 200–287) will dispense them from perusing other dictionaries. As to the style of the essays, although it varies slightly according to different authors (19 students have contributed to the book), it is fluent and natural without being over-simplified or elementary. The sentences are neither too short and telegraphic, such as would probably be produced by a similar group of students nowadays, nor too elaborate and intricate, so characteristic of the style of professional writers. There is no doubt that the Cultural Reader will become an indispensable tool for teachers and students of Amharic.

3 Cambridge: University Press, 1924.
The texts contain some interesting points of grammar. Thus, for instance, given that the reading matter refers to customs, i.e. to what people generally do, without indicating a specific grammatical subject, there are many cases of impersonal constructions corresponding to English “one does”. Between the two ways of rendering impersonal constructions in Amharic, namely by an active verb in the 3rd person plural or by a passive verb in the 3rd person singular, it is the second one which is by far the most frequent in these texts. It is even extended to intransitive verbs producing such examples as: ام ${\tilde{a}}$ ${\tilde{y}}$ ${\tilde{y}}$ ${\tilde{y}}$ ${\tilde{y}}$ ${\tilde{y}}$ ${\tilde{y}}$ (p. 16/6) “there is no immediate outcry” (lit. immediately it is not cried); ام ${\tilde{a}}$ ${\tilde{y}}$ ${\tilde{y}}$ ${\tilde{y}}$ ${\tilde{y}}$ (p. 28/6) “the Sunday clothes are taken out” (lit. the Sunday clothes[s] is being gone out); ام ${\tilde{a}}$ ${\tilde{y}}$ ${\tilde{y}}$ ${\tilde{y}}$ ${\tilde{y}}$ (p. 30/8) “when one goes to an official’s house” (lit. when to [of] official house it is being gone). This construction is explained in an entirely innovative paragraph in W. LESLAU’s Reference Grammar (p. 465–467) which should be studied together with the reading material of the Reader.

Olga Kapeliuk


Für die Äthiopienabteilung des in Fachkreisen, aber auch weit darüber hinaus bekannten Museums „Haus der Völker und Kulturen“ in St. Augustin bei Bonn vom vor gut 125 Jahren in den Niederlanden gegründeten Steyler Missionsorden hat die Autorin einen Katalog geschaffen, der weit über das hinausgeht, was allgemein als „Katalog“, d.h. als eine Zusammenstellung von Objekten mit Beschreibung bezeichnet wird.


“Äthiopien hat dabei einen eigenen Weg eingeschlagen, in dem sich christliche, jüdische (mediterrane) und heidnische (afrikanische) Ele-